
LIST BUILDING BASH!!!!
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01
How to come up with an idea for an 

awesome freebie that has VALUE with your 

ideal client in mind so you can get the RIGHT 

people on your list!

02
List building strategies that are the bomb 

diggity at growing your e-mail list both slow 

and steady AND in fast spurts!

03
What the heck to actually SEND your e-mail 

subscribers once they opt-in to keep them 

engaged and to keep giving them value!

04
How to write compelling subject lines that 

actually get your messages read and not sent 

straight to the trash!

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN TODAY:
(IT’S GONNA BE JUICY.)
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WHY DO I EVEN NEED 
AN E-MAIL LIST?

WHAT AN EXCELLENT QUESTION.

 1. You don’t have control over social media platforms. Your e-mail is the ONE 
direct connection you have control of with your people 

!
2. People are a lot more likely to see your e-mails then they are your  

social media posts. 
!

3. It’s a great opportunity to connect with your clients because you can make it feel 
like a one on one conversation with your people. 
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1. TRAFFIC 
2. ENGAGED FANS ON YOUR LIST 

!

!

IF YOU WANT TO SELL SOMETHING …
Anything! A product, service, course, etc. then you need:

/
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WHAT THE HECK IS A FREEBIE?
IT’S WHAT YOU OFFER TO INTICE PEOPLE TO SIGN UP FOR YOUR E-MAIL LIST 

SO THAT YOU CAN KEEP GIVING THEM VALUE, EARN THEIR TRUST  
AND BUILD A RELATIONSHIP WITH THEM 

(WHICH IS ESSENTIAL IF YOU WANT TO SELL ANYTHING!)
Workbooks, eBooks, PDFs, video trainings, challenges, courses,  

e-mail courses, templates, resource libraries, etc.

You need to offer a freebie that has lots of VALUE and is HIGH QUALITY. This not only gets people 
onto your e-mail list, but it leaves a great impression on them and turns them into fans. (Who are 

way more likely to share your stuff with others to get you even MORE fans!)
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01

03

02

Fill out your ideal client worksheets so that 

you know exactly who your ideal client is and 

what their needs, interests, etc. are.

Ask people in Facebook groups (where your 

ideal client hangs out) and/or on other social 

media what they currently need help with, 

what they’d love to have, etc.

Write down the answers people give you and 

then look for struggles and interests that are 

the most prevalent. You want to create 

something that is a solution to their problem!

04
Out of the most prevalent answers, pick one 

that you are the most knowledgeable and 

excited about. (Or are willing to get the most 

knowledgable about!)

HOW TO GET IDEAS FOR YOUR FREE OPT-IN GIFT
(REMEMBER YOUR HOMEWORK? KEEP YOUR IDEAL CLIENT IN MIND!)

05
Once you’ve chosen a topic for your freebie, 

it’s time to brainstorm what format your 

freebie will be in! 
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IDEAS FOR YOUR FREEBIE
(WITH YOUR CHOSEN TOPIC IN MIND, CHOOSE ONE THAT EXCITES YOU!)

This could be a combination of a video, 
worksheets, workbook, e-mails or all of the 
above! 

Mini course

A series of e-mails that deliver tons of value 
with an end result in mind!

An e-mail challenge

Videos are perceived as high value! Could 
you create a really handy video tutorial on 
your chosen topic?

A video tutorial 
Create a resource library with all of your 
content upgrades + exclusive goodies and 
give subscribers access to all of them!

A resource library 

Is there a type of really handy template that 
you could create that would help out your 
ideal client immensely? 

Templates 

Workbooks, eBooks, Worksheets or a 
combination of all of the above! 

A juicy PDF
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MAKE THEM THINK
“WOAH, THEY’RE GIVING THIS AWAY FOR FREE?! HECK YEAH I’M IN!”
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Do you need any special equipment? 
Software? Gather anything and 
everything that you need!

Gather your resources.

If your freebie is a big one with lots of 
steps, schedule the items in your 
planner over a set period of time.

Schedule your tasks.

Upload and attach your freebie to an 
auto send e-mail for people who opt in! 

Add it to your opt-in!

After you’ve chosen the format, 
here’s what to do next! 

Write down everything you need to do 
from start to finish in order to create 
your awesome freebie.

Make a checklist.
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01

03

02

For making a PDF … 

- Use Canva to make the design look professional and ultra spiffy! 
- Can upload your PDF to your dropbox or the media section of your 

website and link your freebie from there. 
 - Use PDFescape or Adobe InDesign to make it fill outable 

!

!For a mini course … (or full blown course!)  

- A password protected page on your site or Leadpages 
- Camtasia or Screenflow for video and screen recording 

For all of your freebies … 

- You need an e-mail auto responder (so when some one opts-in to 

your e-mail list, they are automatically sent an e-mail with your 

freebie!)  
- I like Mailchimp (good for beginners or if you have less than 2,000 

subscribers) and Convertkit (if you have more than 2,000 subscribers 

and/or want easy advanced features.)

A FEW RESOURCES FOR YOUR FREEBIES!
(SO YOU CAN GET SHIZ DONE!)
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01

03
02

On your blog + website’s sidebar 

In your blog + website’s footer

Posts you share on your social media accounts

DON’T FORGET TO PROMOTE THAT THANG!
(YOU WANT PEOPLE TO SEE YOUR AWESOME FREEBIE, AFTER ALL!)

04 At the end of blog posts.

06
05 Within your blog posts.

A popup box on your website.

07

09
08

Your e-mail list

Inside any of your relevant, paid content

Facebook ads
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* Remember, quality over quantity. 50 engaged subscribers is better than 5,000 people who don’t care! 

3. Shareable 
Make your 

content easy to 
share!

2.  Social 
Sharing 

On your opt-in 
thank you page

6. Most Popular 
Make content 

upgrades for your 
most popular posts!

10. Pinterest 
Use it 

strategically to 
get more traffic

10. Content 
Create quality 
content on the 

regular! 

7. Use 
Keywords 

It title, URL and 
throughout the post.

LIST BUILDING STRATEGIES
GROW THAT LIST, BABY!

1. Opt-Ins 
Include them ALL 

over your site!

5. Content 
Upgrades 

In as many posts 
as possible!

9. Comment 
On other people’s 

blogs (use a Gravatar!)

4. Collaborate 
Do a webinar, guest 

post etc w/ someone 
in your niche

8. Be awesome 
In online forums, 

Facebook groups, etc.

11. Calls to action 
In your posts, in your 
newsletters, on your 
thank-you pages, on 

social media!
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PAY ATTENTION TO  
WHAT WORKS

CHECK YOUR GOOGLE ANALYTICS TO SEE WHAT’S WORKING BEST!
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What should it include?
1. A series of e-mails to welcome them (for example I 

send 3 welcome e-mails over a 3 day period.) 
2. Welcome them (and thank them!) for joining your list! 
3. Let them know what types of goodies and content they 

can expect to receive as a subscriber. 
4. Give a brief bio of yourself (with a link to your site!) 
5. Invite them to join your group (if you have one!) 
6. Give them a call to action and ask what they need help 

with, are struggling with, etc. Actually say “hit reply and 
let me know!” 

7. Provide them with a few links to your very BEST 
content! (The more juicy the better!) 

THE WELCOME E-MAIL
GIVE YOUR SUBSCRIBERS A LOVELY FIRST IMPRESSION!
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01
Share a personal story. Is there a specific turning point or valuable 

lesson learned that you could share? As long as it's relevant, this is a 

great way for people to get to know you better on a more personal 

level!

02
Struggles. Ask your readers what they're currently struggling with in 

FB groups! The great thing about doing this is that by finding out what 

people are currently struggling with, you can get lots of valuable ideas 

for future blog posts and other content!

03
Freebies. Make something awesome and give it to your subscribers! 

For example, tons of people on my e-mail list love it when I send out 

a good 'ol downloadable checklist. Again, get creative- the sky is the 

limit! Look at your list of ideas that you gathered for your opt-in!

05
List your favorite resources. I recently sent out an e-mail listing my 

favorite tools and resources that I've used to grow my blog + biz, 

and my subscribers loved it! Bonus points if you can include a 

tutorial or two on how to use one of those resources.

WHAT THE HECK TO SEND YOUR SUBSCRIBERS
(TO KEEP THEM ENGAGED AND PROVIDE THEM WITH VALUE!)

06
Be a myth buster! Are there any myths about your industry or area 

of expertise that need busting? Are you launching a product or 

service soon that people might have reservations about? Time to 

bust 'em, baby! (Great during a launch!)

04
Use old blog posts. Do you have any older but still relevant (and 

totally awesome) blog posts that your subscribers might enjoy? Use 

that in a newsletter! (But don't make it super lengthy- try and 

condense the post if it's super long.)

07
Share upcoming events. Do you have a class, webinar, speaking 

engagement (in person or online) etc. that you could write about? 

Let people know!

08
Do a blog post introduction. Do you have a super juicy blog post 

that you just wrote recently? Write a nice'ol introduction to that 

post and then link to the rest of it! 
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WITH EVERYTHING  
YOU SEND …

Keep your ideal client in mind and ask if you’re providing them with VALUE!
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▪ On the regular … 

Depending on what is realistic for you, you can e-mail your subscribers once or twice a week, but definitely no less than once a 
month! You want your subscribers to remember who the heck you are, after all! 

▪ During launches … 

This varies from person to person, but can range from 2 - 5 times a week. Remember, you can always let your subscribers know 
that you’ll be e-mailing them extra for a week or two if a higher number during a launch makes you feel uncomfortable! 

HOW OFTEN SHOULD YOU SEND?
WELL, THAT DEPENDS. 

▪ Oh! And the best time to send your e-mails? 

Generally Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. BOOM. (But feel free to experiment with your particular audience!) 
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What’s considered a good open rate? 20% is good, 30% is really good, 40% is absolutely freak’in awesome 

Remember: Think about what subject line would get YOU curious and excited!

The goal? Tell them what’s inside the e-
mail while also making them super 
curious (so they’ve gotta open it!)

“My current FAVORITE tools for 
growing my blog + business!” 41.7%

“Some exciting news for you (and free  
pretty stock photos to download!)” 44.7%

“5 Productivity hacks + a downloadable 
checklist!” 43.5%

HOW TO WRITE COMPELLING SUBJECT LINES
GET THOSE E-MAILS OPENED!
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01
Get very clear on who your ideal client is. Stick around until the end 

of the workshop for the ideal client worksheets! You need to get 

really clear on what they need and want the most.

02
Ask ideal clients in Facebook groups what they need/struggle with the 

most. Write down the answers, and choose one of the most prevalent 

ones (that you’re also the most excited & knowledgeable about!) to 

use as your freebie topic idea! Ideally, you want to create an answer to 

their problem! 

03
Choose a format for your freebie idea and and create it! Then make a 

to- do list of all the steps needed to create it, schedule those steps in 

your planner and gather all the necessary resources.

05
Create (or spiffy up) your welcome sequence e-mails. Make sure 

your e-mail welcome sequence introduces who you are, tells them 

what they can expect, links them to your most valuable resources 

and gives them a call to action!

YOUR ACTIONABLE STEPS
TIME TO PUT YOUR LEARN’IN INTO ACTION!

06
Pick at least 3 e-mail list strategies to start implementing this week. 

Remember that list of list building strategies? Pick 3 of them to 

really focus on this week to grow that list!

04
Add your freebie to your opt-in. Upload and attach your awesome 

freebie to your welcome e-mail and put it on auto send! Make sure 

you include your opt-in in MULTIPLE areas on your site! 
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01
How to come up with an idea for an 

awesome freebie that has VALUE with your 

ideal client in mind so you can get the RIGHT 

people opting onto your e-mail list!

02
List building strategies to grow your e-mail 

list both consistently and in fast bursts!

03
What the heck to actually SEND your e-mail 

subscribers once they opt-in to keep them 

engaged and to keep giving them value!

04
How to write compelling subject lines that 

actually get your messages read and not sent 

straight to the trash!

A QUICK RECAP …
(JUST TO REFRESH YOUR MEMORY ON WHAT YOU LEARNED TODAY!)
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SO JUST A ‘LIL REMINDER …
- Everything in this workshop are the exact things that I have ACTUALLY done myself to finally 
grow my e-mail list from a stagant 28 subscribers to over 8,000 subscribers in a few months. 

!

- So even if you are starting from zero, YOU CAN DO IT TOO. (Darn right!)
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1. TRAFFIC 
2. ENGAGED FANS ON YOUR LIST 

!

!

REMEMBER: IF YOU WANT TO SELL SOMETHING …
Anything! A product, service, course, etc. then you need:
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SO MAYBE YOU CAME  
TODAY BECAUSE …

You simply wanted to know how to come up with an awesome idea for your freebie, or 
to get help with finding out what the heck to actually SEND your email subscribers  

!

Maybe you know that you need to get more of the RIGHT kind of traffic and people on  
your e-mail list in order to more successfully sell things online, but you’re super frustrated by 

how slow things are going and are feeling totally overwhelmed on what to do next 
!

Or you simply have no idea where to begin when it comes to getting more traffic,  
engagement and growth in your online business 
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BUT, YOU CAN TOTALLY  
DO THIS.

You CAN grow your audience and have a list of engaged FANS who are excited 
about what you have to offer 

!

You CAN grow your e-mail list from zero (or like me, 28 people!) so that you can more 
successfully sell whatever it is you dream about selling online 

!

You CAN stand out, conquer overwhelm and make HUGE strides in a matter of months 
!

A year ago I was making ZERO income from my blog, (I was working my wedding  
photography business) and this year I will officially be transitioning to being an online 

entrepreneur full-time. If I did it, so can you! 
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I  WANT TO HELP SHOW 
YOU HOW.

You can of course go the DIY route and figure out how to do these things yourself by 
experimenting with trial and error, (I spent countless hours researching and experimenting and 

thousands of dollars on educational stuff!) 
!

OR … 
!

Get the support of someone whose been running her own 
business for over 6 years and has gone  

from zero to full-time online entrepreneur in a year. 
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- Videos, worksheets and slides that are filled with actionable steps and clear strategies that will get you  
MORE of the RIGHT traffic and engagement through social media, Pinterest and your blog. 

!

- Time saving strategies to help you be more productive, save time and conquer overwhelm. 

FROM SIDE HUSTLE TO SUCCESS
Everything you need to get more traffic, engaged FANS and more e-mail subscribers  

while learning how to STAND OUT and save tons of time.  
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INCREASE YOUR TRAFFIC …
My pageviews began to double and my Pinterest followers began to sky rocket
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You want to learn how to use social media effecsvely to get engagement and grow your 
business (while automasng it to save yourself tons of sme!) 

!

You’d like to increase your site's traffic like crazy and also auract your ideal client while only 
spending half an hour (or less!) per week by uslizing the power of Pinterest 

!

You want to learn how to create quality blog content and an effecsve editorial calendar so 
that you can be consistent in blogging while creasng engaged fans and  

saving sme on your blog's workflow 
 

You’d like to save sme, be more producsve and conquer sme sucking tasks like e-mail! 

!

FROM SIDE HUSTLE TO SUCCESS
Is perfect for you if …
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SWEET COURSE BONUSES …
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SPEAKING OF BONUSES …
If you enroll in ‘From Side Hustle to Sucess’ within the next 48 hours, you will be  

getting over $450 in extra bonuses! (YASSS!) 
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WHY?
Because 50 engaged fans on your e-mail  

list is way beuer than 5,000 people  
who don't give a sh*t. 

In order for people to want to buy from you, they need to LIKE you.  
They need to TRUST you. They need to believe that you are SO  

AWESOME that there's no one else from whom  
they'd rather learn from, buy from  

or work with.



RAVE!
- How to turn your followers  

into FANS 
- How to build a rave-worthy 
foundation for your business 

- How to STAND OUT by giving  
the WOW factor 

- How to give your fans EXACTLY 
what they want 

- How to build community  
and connection 

- Tons of actionable steps that you 
can do RIGHT NOW.



1 HOUR GROUP COACHING CALL
Ask me questions, get feedback, whatever!
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THIS LIST BUILDING BASH 
WORKSHOP (BUT REPACKAGED 

WITH EXTRA JUICY 
CONTENT!)

lifetime access to
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‘From Side Hustle to Success’ course 
20 styled stock photos 

Exlusive 3,000 pin membership to BoardBooster 
Canned e-mail responses 

Blog post image templates  
Videos, worksheets and slides 

The ‘Rave’ course (releases Monday, April  25th!) 
1  hour group coaching call  

Lifetime access to The List Building Bash (and 
any added content and bonuses) 

!

!

So you will be getting over $750 worth of stuff 
for $179 if you enroll within48 hours.

Everything you need to get more traffic, engaged FANS and more e-mail subscribers  
while learning how to STAND OUT and save tons of time.  



TO GET 
‘FROM SIDE HUSTLE TO SUCCESS’ 

WITH ALL THE SWEET BONUSES 
you must enroll within  

the next 48 hours.
you can use the button below, yo.
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